
 

TRANSITION ACCOUNT SERVICES 

Common Advisor-Client Problem  

Advisors and clients often face challenges when they feel constrained by existing SMA 
strategies or inherited securities with significant embedded capital gains. This can hinder 
portfolio diversification and tactical shifts due to potential tax implications. 

Morgan Dempsey Transition Account Services 

• Morgan Dempsey works with the advisor/client to create an annual tax budget for 
transitioning the portfolio. 

• Morgan Dempsey will actively manage the portfolio within the agreed upon tax 
budget as follows: 

o Maintain common and overlapping positions. 
o Sell unattractive positions. 
o Throughout the year conduct active tax loss harvesting that will be used to 

offset capital gains resulting in moving the portfolio closer to the Morgan 
Dempsey Large Cap Value strategy. 

The objective is to transition the account over several tax cycles to the Morgan Dempsey 
Large Cap Value strategy while staying within the agreed upon annual tax budget.  This 
process is managed by the Morgan Dempsey Large Cap Value Investment Team. 

Account Requirements 

• Inherited securities must be common stock, ADRs or ETFs that have ample liquidity. 
• Accounts need to be managed in a Separate Account format. 
• Current custodians: Charles Schwab, Fidelity, SEI, Northern Trust, US Bank, First 

Clearing & RBC, with a willingness to work with additional custodians. 
• $100,000 account minimum with 50 basis point pricing 

Note: Morgan Dempsey must review the holdings prior to accepting the account into 
the Transition Account Services program. 

Contact Morgan Dempsey Capital: 

Dave Isaacson | Portfolio Specialist | Equity Owner 

Office: 414-928-8702 | Mobile: 760-822-1083 | Email: disaacson@morgandempsey.com 



 

 

 

Morgan Dempsey Capital Management, LLC claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance 
Standards (GIPS®). Morgan Dempsey Capital Management  is a fee-based, SEC registered advisory firm serving the 
portfolio management needs of institutional and high-net worth clients. The Large Cap Value Composite contains 
portfolios invested in Morgan Dempsey Large Cap Value Strategy. The Large Cap Value Strategy’s primary objective 
is to generate a growing stream of equity income by investing in a diversified portfolio of equities with stable, high, 
and growing dividends. The benchmark is the Russell 1000 Value Index. The index returns are provided to represent 
the investment environment existing during the time periods shown. For comparison purposes, the index is fully 
invested, does not include any trading costs, management fees, or other costs, and the reinvestment of dividends 
and other distributions is assumed. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. Gross returns are presented 
before management and other fees but after all trading expenses. Net returns are calculated by deducting actual 
management fees from gross returns. Returns reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Valuations 
are computed and performance is reported in U.S. dollars. To receive a complete list of composite descriptions 
and/or a compliant presentation, contact Dave Isaacson (414)928-8702 Past performance does not guarantee 
future results. 

Risks: Past performance does not guarantee future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees 
of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will either be suitable or profitable for an 
individual’s investment portfolio. Dividends are subject to change, are not guaranteed, and may be cut. Investing 
based on dividends alone may not be favorable as it does not include all material risks. There is no guarantee any 
stated (or implied) portfolio or performance objective mentioned by Morgan Dempsey can be met. Morgan 
Dempsey’s equity style may focus its investments in certain sectors or industries, thereby increasing potential 
volatility relative to other strategies or indices.  No one should assume that any information presented serves as 
the receipt of, or a substitute for, personalized individual advice from a qualified advisor or any other investment 
professional. 

Market Commentary, Aggregate Holdings, Securities, Sectors, Portfolio Characteristics Mentioned: No statement 
made in this presentation shall construe investment advice. This presentation is for informational purposes only. 
Views, comments, or research mentioned is not intended to be a forecast of future events. The mention of any 
security or sector is not deemed as a recommendation to buy or sell. Any reference to any security or sector is 
used to explain the portfolio manager’s rationale for portfolio decisions or philosophy. Research or financial 
statistics cited regarding securities or sectors do not contain all material information about them. Any securities 
mentioned represent a partial list of holdings whereas Morgan Dempsey portfolios typically contain approximately 
30-40 securities in percentage weightings ranging from 1-5%. A complete list of holdings from a representative 
account is available upon request. Overall portfolio characteristics mentioned are from a representative account 
deemed representative of the strategy; data may be compiled from Bloomberg, Factset or Morningstar. Individual 
holdings, performance and aggregate characteristics of actual portfolios may vary based on a variety of factors 
including market conditions, timing of client cash flows and manager discretion. This presentation contains 
Morgan Dempsey opinions.  Morgan Dempsey  employees may have personal positions in any securities or sectors 
mentioned. Charts, presentations, or articles may be obtained from third parties and Morgan Dempsey does not 
guarantee their accuracy. *Platform restrictions may apply. Preliminary returns are based on composite estimates 
only. 

 


